ABSTRACT To predict the dynamic load of space deployable structure, a novel prediction method based on fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors and long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is proposed. The FBG sensors can measure strain values of the structure. The LSTM establishes the relationship between the strain values and load without a complex dynamic model. The LSTM first works in training mode, its input is strain values and output is the load. Then, the LSTM works in the prediction mode, which takes the current strain values as input and uses the trained network model to predict load. The network of LSTM is simple, which can achieve good prediction effect and shorten the running time. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, numerical simulations and experiments of space deployable structure with single-point input load are employed. The results demonstrate that compared with the method based on traditional neural network, the max error, root mean square error, and consuming the time of the proposed method are reduced by more than 43%, 21%, and 67%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The space deployable structures made of carbon fiber composite material have been widely used in large deployment antennas, solar panels and space mechanical arms in aerospace systems owing to their advantages of stiffness, strength, and light-weight [1] - [3] . In these applications, they are frequently exposed to dynamic load. Predicting dynamic load accurately can be used to structural design, structural health monitoring, fatigue analysis and life estimation [4] , [5] . However, it is difficult to directly measure the load when there are no condition to install the pressure sensors. For these situations, it is the only choice to use attached sensors to measure the responses of structures and then use apposite prediction method to predict load.
Relevant studies of load prediction methods can be classified into two broad categories: frequency-domain methods [6] , [7] and time-domain methods [8] - [10] . In frequencydomain methods, the frequency response functions and response spectrums of system are used to inversely calculate the load spectrums in modal coordinate system, then the load is derived through modal coordinate transformation. Time-domain methods depend on the mapping relationship between structural responses and dynamic load. As the mainstream of current research, time-domain methods have the advantages of real-time display and can be used to nonlinear systems [11] , [12] . For the complex nonlinear systems, dynamic model is difficult to establish accurately, which affects the prediction accuracy. The methods based on neural networks can solve this problem. But a major disadvantage of traditional neural networks is that they cannot adaptively use historical data, only by artificially increasing the number of inputs to the network model. To simplify the network and achieve good prediction effect, a novel method based on LSTM is presented. The LSTM can adaptively use historical data by using loops. Furthermore, for the convenience of engineering applications, FBG sensors are used to measure the strain values. FBG sensors are small enough to be pasted on the structures and easy to implement distributed measurement, which can overcome the difficulties of sensors installation. It can be mentioned that the proposed method is robust, practical and simple, so it can be used as basis for further applications on redundant manipulators [13] - [15] or other complex nonlinear systems [16] - [19] .
A novel load prediction method for space deployable structure based on FBG and LSTM is proposed. This paper is organized as follows: in section II, the sensing principle of FBG sensors is presented; section III presents the prediction method based on FBG and LSTM; in section IV, numerical simulations and experiments of space deployable structure are carried out and analyzed; section V gives the conclusions.
II. SENSING PRINCIPLE OF FBG SENSORS
When a broad spectrum of light is incident, only the Bragg wavelength is reflected back, while the other wavelengths are transmitted through the FBG. The Bragg wavelength of the FBG satisfies the following equation [20] , [21] :
where λ B is the Bragg wavelength; n eff = 1.447 is the effective refractive index; is the grating period. The change of temperature and strain will result in the change of the fiber core refractive index, which in turn causes the change of the Bragg central wavelength. The change of Bragg central wavelength caused by temperature and strain can be expressed as follow:
where λ B is wavelength shift of FBG; l is the length of the structure, and l is the change of length; T is the temperature, and T is amount of temperature change; P e is effective photo-elastic coefficient of FBG; ε is FBG axial strain; α is thermal expansion coefficient of FBG; ξ is thermo-optical coefficient of FBG. Supposing the value of temperature change is zero, strain value ε can be expressed as:
III. PREDICTION PRINCIPLE
Since dynamic load prediction belongs to the second kind of inverse problem, and the noise in the measurement will affect the predicted accuracy, so the noise suppression is the key to improve the accuracy of prediction. For the traditional neural networks, they cannot adaptively utilize the information learned at previous steps, and this may lead to divergence when noise are not well suppressed. The LSTM network has special memory cells that distinguishes it from traditional neural networks, which can utilize past information to predict load of current moment.
A. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NEURAL NETWORK
The LSTM was first presented in 1997 by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen Schmidhuber [22] and then improved in 2000 by Felix Gers' team [23] . LSTM is one of the most popular artificial intelligence algorithms, which is widely used in financial market predictions [24] , wind speed forecasting [25] , sentiment classification [26] , voice detection [27] and so on.
One of the main drawbacks of traditional neural networks is that they cannot adaptively use the previous information. LSTM solves this problem by using loops that pass information to the next step, thereby achieving information persistence. Although the LSTM network has been used for a long time, it is the first time that the LSTM network has been used to load prediction for space deployable structure. In addition, the main innovation of this paper is the effective combination of LSTM and FBG sensors for load prediction. The memory cells of LSTM network are core components which is distinct from other types of deep learning algorithm. Each memory cell contains three types of gates: forget gate, input gate and output gate. The functions of these gates are as follows: (1) forget gate determines whether the last state of the cell should be forgotten; (2) input gate determines whether the input data are added to the cell; (3) output gate calculates the information that can be propagated to the net. The structure of LSTM network is shown in Figure 1 .
The forward pass equations of LSTM network are given by:
where x t is the input to LSTM, h t is the hidden (output) state at time step t; functions σ and tanh are applied element-wise, and σ denotes the sigmoid function given by σ (x) = 1 + e −x −1 ; i t is input gate, f t is forget gate, o t is output gate, and g t is used to modify the cell state c t ; W is weights matrix; denotes the Hadamard product. 
B. PREDICTION PRINCIPLE BASED ON LSTM
The proposed method uses the response values (strains of FBG sensors) to predict load based on LSTM. The prediction method based on traditional neural networks (e.g. back propagation, BP) need three moments k − 2, k − 1, k strains to predict load, while the proposed method only need current moment strain to predict load. Therefore, the proposed method reduces the complexity of network, saves running time and enhances the real-time performance of the system. The difference of input layers between the method based on traditional neural network BP and the method based on LSTM is shown in Figure 2 . For the proposed method based on LSTM, it contains two modes, namely training mode and prediction mode. The training mode is used to establish a network model, whose input is strain and output is load. Then the LSTM algorithm works in the prediction mode, which takes the current strain as input and uses the trained network model to predict the current load.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations of space deployable structure made of carbon fiber composite material are employed to verify the VOLUME 7, 2019 accuracy of the proposed method. The detailed parameters of space deployable structure are showed in Table 1 . The location of excitation load is fixed, and the location of strain values of FBG sensor is also fixed. ANSYS software is used to get the response values (strain values) of the vibration system. In the training mode, different types of excitation load are set as the output of the training model, and the corresponding strain values are used as the input of the training model. It is worth mentioning that the more abundant the training samples, the more accurate the training model, and then it can predict various load accurately. Considering that any signal can be expressed as the superposition of sinusoidal signals, the load with 0.5 Hz, 1Hz, 2Hz and multi-frequency are used in the prediction mode. As the amplitude of load will affect the prediction accuracy, to facilitate the analysis of the effectiveness of the proposed method, the amplitudes in the simulations are set as a unified value (i.e., 8 N).
To better illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in suppressing noise, 10% noise is added to the numerical simulations, and the method based on classic BP algorithm is used for comparison. The noise is one of the Figure 3 is the predicted load and predicted error of load prediction for 0.5Hz excitation. Figure 4 is the predicted load and predicted error of load prediction for 1Hz excitation. Figure 5 shows the predicted load and predicted error of load prediction for 2Hz excitation. Figure 6 shows the predicted load and predicted error of load prediction for multi-frequency excitation. The max errors, root mean square errors (RMSE) and consuming time of simulated load prediction are summarized in Table 2 .
From Figures 3-6 and Table 2 , it can be found that the performance based on LSTM are much better than the performance based on BP network. The max errors of four frequencies (0.5Hz, 1Hz, 2Hz and multi) are reduced by 43.54%, 65.78%, 49.67% and 53.14%. The RMSEs of four frequencies are reduced by 21.67%, 38.45%, 24.11% and 30.61%. Besides the errors analysis above, real-time performance is also considered for the applications of the proposed method. Utilizing MATLAB 2018 on an Intel Core i5-6600 3.50 GHz processor, the prediction time based on LSTM is obviously shortened. For example, the consuming time of the BP algorithm for 2 Hz load prediction is 0.1525s, and the 
B. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Space deployable structure made of high strength carbon fiber composite is used in experiments. The length of the structure is 2m, and the detailed parameters of the structure are showed in Figure 7 . The structure is constrained as a cantilever, and a FBG sensor is attached to the surface to measure the axial dynamic strains. The distance between FBG sensor and fixed end is 20cm. The vibrator is employed for the excitation, which is installed at the bottom of the structure, and the distance between vibrator and fixed end is 130cm. A force sensor which is installed between shaker and structure is used to measure the input load, and the measurement results of the force sensor is utilized as real load to verify the performances of the prediction method. The accuracy of force sensor will affect the value of RMSE. SM130 is used as interrogation system to measure the dynamic response, and the response signals getting from SM130 are transmitted to LSTM to predict load. The layout of the experiment is presented in Figure 7 . In the training mode, different types of excitation load are set as the output of the training model, and the corresponding strain values are used as the input of the training model. Considering that any signal can be expressed as the superposition of sinusoidal signals, the load with 0.5Hz, 1Hz and 2Hz are used in the prediction mode. The sampling frequency is 100Hz, and prediction time is 5s. Figures 8-10 illustrate the predicted results of 0.5Hz, 1Hz and 2Hz, respectively. The max errors, RMSEs and consuming time of load prediction are summarized in Table 3 .
From Figures 8-10 and Table 3 , it can be seen clearly that the proposed method show good load prediction performance. Compared with BP algorithm, the max errors of three frequencies (0.5Hz, 1Hz and 2Hz) are reduced by 46.49%, 78.42% and 84.62%, respectively. The corresponding RMSEs are reduced by 36.01%, 62.44% and 78.04%, respectively. The efficiency is increased by more than 84%. In addition, in contrast to the fluctuation of prediction load based on BP network, the method based on LSTM has a good stability.
C. DISCUSSIONS
(1) FBG sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference, and they are small enough to be embedded into structures, which means FBG sensors can be utilized in extreme conditions. Distributed installation of FBG sensors can meet the requirements of predicting distributed load. The proposed method is verified by the simulations and experiments of single-point load, and it can predict distributed load if FBG sensors are installed distributed.
(2) The proposed method based on LSTM can predict load in real-time, which uses the response values measured by FBG. The proposed method only need response values at the current moment, which is different from that the method based on BP network. The good performance of proposed prediction method is based on the advantage of LSTM that utilizes the information learned at previous time steps. As illustrated in Table 2 , the max errors of four frequencies (0.5Hz, 1Hz, 2Hz and multi) are reduced by 43.54%, 65.78%, 49.67% and 53.14% compared with the method based on Table 3 shows that compared with the method based on BP algorithm, the max errors of LSTM algorithm of three frequencies (0.5Hz, 1Hz and 2Hz) are reduced by 46.49%, 78.42% and 84.62%, respectively; the corresponding RMSEs are reduced by 36.01%, 62.44% and 78.04%, respectively; the efficiency is increased by more than 84%. The value of RMSE is affected by the training samples, the magnitude of load and the accuracy of the measured sensors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To predict load of space deployable structure made of carbon fiber composite material, a real-time method based on FBG and LSTM is presented, which combines the advantages of FBG sensors and LSTM. Compared with the load prediction methods based on non-neural network, the proposed method does not need to establish complex dynamic model. In addition, in contrast to the prediction method based on neural networks (e.g., BP network), the proposed method only need current moment strains as input not three moments strains to suppress the noise. So the proposed method reduces the complexity of network, saves running time and improves the accuracy of load prediction. To verify the performance of the proposed method, numerical simulations and experiments are carried out. The results show that compared with the method based on BP algorithm, the max errors and root mean square errors of the method based on LSTM algorithm are reduced by more than 43% and 21%, and the efficiency is improved by more than 67%. This research has a great value in structural health monitoring, and future study will focus on the study of predicting distributed load.
